Nonlinear gradient isotherm parameter estimation for proteins with consideration of salt competition and multiple forms.
Salt gradients in ion-exchange chromatography are routinely used to speed separation of proteins and to concentrate products, but systematic optimization of these gradients requires protein equilibrium data as a function of salt concentration. An understanding of conformational changes, aggregation, and salt effects, which include both competition and affinity modulation, is important for equilibrium isotherm parameter estimation. In this study, gradient elution of bovine serum albumin (BSA) in anion exchange was well predicted by a salt-modulated nonlinear isotherm which considers salt competition. The isotherm was able to predict BSA gradient elution from batch equilibrium data. The same isotherm was also able to predict elution for various gradient slopes when fitted to an intermediate slope gradient experiment. If multiple forms due to aggregation or denaturation exist, isotherm parameters are readily averaged in batch experiments because of the long equilibration times. Similarly, gradient experiments yield averaged parameters because the salt gradient tends to merge the closely eluting forms. However, in isocractic elution, if the reaction rate is not rapid enough to give a merged peak, the estimated isotherm parameters are only fair predictors of gradient behavior and vice versa. Slower flow rates in isocratic elution can help reduce the discrepancy by allowing forms to merge through interconversion. As an alternative to determining averaged parameters, consideration of two binding forms, using VERSE-LC, an advanced rate model, gave good agreement with experimental data over the entire range of salt gradient durations.